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INTRODUCTION 
 
English language is among the most spoken languages in the world, after Mandarin 
and Hindi. With the globalization and ITs boom, English reaches unsuspected corners of the 
World, and so conquers new speakers acquiring it as their second language (L2). This 
acquisition is somehow vital for those new converted to be part of the new world, a world of 
technology and business where the hegemony of English language is undisputable: USA, UK, 
Australia, Canada (Anglo-Saxon), South Africa are the main providers or suppliers in those 
two key domains of the capitalist world of today.  This phenomenon leads to the spread of 
new Englishes as termed by Crystal.  
However, the acquisition of English language as L2 requires a learning/teaching process of 
new learners. The results are always the same, a lower quality of English with regard to the 
RP used in London or the Am E spoken in USA. The more different L1 students are in terms 
of their first language, the more varied is the English we collect from them at the end of a 
training session. This means that if one is to train English as L2 to three different students 
having three different L1, at the end of the training session, we generally have three different 
accents or three new varieties of English language.  
In the frame of Second Language Acquisition, which is that of this paper, we are more 
concerned about the ways in which L1 of a given speaker that is Bamileke-Bafoussam 
(Gham’a-lah) can influence on his linguistic performances in English language as L2. Our 
choice of that language resides in the fact that according to many studies (anthropology & 
Linguistics) of researchers like Toukam (2008), Gham’a-lah that he also calls Bafoussam-
Bamileke is the first Bamileke language from which, derive the other languages of that ethnic 
group of the Cameroon’s grass fields. And so, basing our studies on it can enable to cope with 
any other grass-fields’ language. 
This work will be structured in two main levels: Phonological & Syntactic.  
Firstly, we are going to present Bafoussam that is our case study here, at the historical, 
geographical and linguistic levels. Secondly, we will study Gham’a-lah at the phonological 
level, to underscore its influence on the acquisition of English language by native speakers of 
that setting. There, we will analyse the vowel quality, the consonant (in)consistency and the 
permissible sequences. Thirdly, we will examine syntactic patterns of Gham’a-lah in relation 
to English in order to unveil factors at the origin of certain odd performances at the syntactic 
level. Limited here at the level of the NP, we will see the modification, the pluralisation, the 
possessive clues, that can permit to understand mistakes committed by learners of English as 
L2 having Gham’a-lah as L1. Afterwards, we will propose some teaching solutions according 
to the discoveries that we may find throughout this work, in order to render more accurate and 
fluent speakers of Gham’a-lah as L1, in English language at the end of a teaching/learning 
session. 
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I. PRESENTATION OF BAFOUSSAM & GHAM’A-LAH 
 
Bafoussam is the capital of the West Region of Cameroon, in the Bamboutos 
Mountains. It is the prefecture of the Mifi division, one of three subdivisions in the division. 
The city had a population of 239,287 inhabitants (at the 2005 Census). The city is the region's 
center of trade. People are farming coffee, tobacco and tea. The city has also a coffee 
processing facility and brewery (CAPLAMI). It is the main city of the Bamiléké people and is 
home to the fussap chief's palace. The city of Bafoussam has grown to now include the three 
traditional chieftaincies of Baleng, Fusap and Bamougoum. The main neighborhoods of the 
city are Banego, Djeleng, Famla, Kamkop, Quartier Eveché, Quartier Haussa and Tamdja. 
Founded in circa 1360 (Toukam: 2009)1, Bafoussam (Fussap) stands as the first 
Bamileke village, from which derived the current ones throughout decades and centuries. The 
Bamileke region is extended until Nigeria according to Greenberg (1948)2.  
BAMILÉKÉ-BAFOUSSAM ( GHOMÁLÁ', Gham'alah, Banjun, Bandjoun, Bajoun-
Baham, Baloum, Batie, Bamileke-Bandjoun, Mandju, Mahum ) is Spoken as primary 
language by 210,000 people in most of Mifi Division, West Province, Cameroon and also 
spoken as secondary language by other 100,000 Bamiléké languages speakers. Historically, 
Bamiléké-Bafoussam or Gham'alah (Ghomaˊlaˊ North)3 is the mother tongue of all other 
Bamiléké languages and dialects. There are five recognized subgroups: Ghomálá', Fè-fèè (Fe-
fe), Medumba, Yemba and Ngomba'a. Also, the Bamoun (Bamun) language is historically a 
Bamiléké dialect4.  There lies our motivation in the choice of the language (L1) for the present 
study. 
As a multilingual setting, the acquisition of a second language by natives of 
Bafoussam is a real challenge. The first language (L1) is automatically the Gham’a-lah that 
sometimes exerts its strength as L1 to the learner of English as second language (L2) during 
and after a teaching/learning process; in other words, Gham’a-lah as L1 has a major influence 
in the acquisition of English as L2, at the phonological level as well as syntactic one.  
II. INFLUENCE OF GHAM’A-LAH (L1) IN THE ACQUISITION OF 
ENGLISH (L2) AT THE PHONOLOGICAL LEVEL 
Most native speakers of Gham’a-lah have access to English language after the age of 
ten, when they enter to high schools. They already have a solid background in Gham’a-lah 
and French that is the first official language broadly used in Bafoussam. So, throughout the 
training sessions, one can notice that they commit phonological mistakes at the level of vowel 
                                                           
1
 Toukam, D. (2009). Bamiléké Languages & Groups (Grassfields Region, Cameroon). Available online 
<www.christurex.com> 
 
2
 Greenberg, J. (1948). African Language Classification. Bloomongton : Indiana University Press. 
3
 www.ethnologue.com/bbj 
4
 Toukam, D. (2010). Histoire et anthropologie du peuple bamiléké. Paris : L’Harmattan.  
Toukam, D. (2008). Parlons bamiléké. Langue et culture de Bafoussam. Paris : L’Harmattan. 
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quality, consonant permissible sequences, stress, and syllable structure because of the existing 
solid background and the learners’ age (Schumann : 1975). 
II.1. VOWEL QUALITY MISTAKES 
As other Bamileke languages, Gham’a-lah does not admit some vocalic 
representations that are observable in English. The speaker is obliged to substitute sounds and 
by so doing, violates phonological rules of English phonetics. In fact, as the first language 
acquired by the student, some of its features can insidiously integrate the English language 
when the student is unable to produce the correct form provided by English rules because they 
do not exist in his first language.  
As far as the vowel quality is concerned, we can underline the fact that 
diphthongization, is very rare in Gham’a-lah. Thus, the diphthong sounds like [əu], [əi], [iə], 
[uə], to the Gham’a-lah speaker will become respectively [u] or [o], [i], [ija] or [ijɒ], [uja] or 
[ujɒ]. For the sounds [ai], [ei], [au], [iu], the Gham’a-lah speaker will produce respectively 
the sounds [a], [e], [aju], [iju] as we can see in the table below: 
 
English 
words 
RP 
representation 
Gham’a-lah L1 speaker 
pronunciation of English 
(L2) 
player /pleiə/ /pleja/ 
Know /nəu/ /no/ 
Fire /faiə/ /faja/ 
Fame /feim/ /fem/ 
Stare /stɛə/ /stɛ:/ 
Pillow  /piləu/ /pilo/ or /pilu/ 
Poultry /pəultri/ /pultri/ 
 
We can notice from this table that all diphthongs in English are turned into monophthongs 
when pronounced by a Gham’a-lah native speaker. The first sound of the diphthong is 
maintained, except when that sound is a schwa that does not exist at the middle or final 
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position in Gham’a-lah as voiceless: what the native speaker of Gham’a-lah transfers into 
English during his performance.  
 Further, we also have the fact that the sound [æ] does not exist in Gham’a-lah and 
then, the learner of English as L2 having as L1 the Gham’a-lah, has the tendency to replace 
that sound with the back vowel [a]: “cat” [kæt] becomes [kat]. The sounds [D] and [T] are 
respectively replaced by the sound [d] and [t] as in the following examples: “than”[Dæn] is 
rendered as [dan], meanwhile “thank” [TæNk] is rendered as [tãk]: Here, the vowel [a] is 
nasalized because it is followed by a nasalized consonant sound [n].   
Nevertheless, some other phonetic mistakes due to the infiltration of Gham’a-lah 
phonological system into the English one can be observed at the level of syllable structure of 
both languages. From there we can cope with stress difficulties, and permissible sequences. 
 
II.2. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE MISTAKES 
 
The syllable structure of English language is quite different from that of the Gham’a-lah. 
Gham’a-lah like many African languages, has a cvcv/cvcvc syllable structure, unlike English 
that can allow some permissible sequences, and by so doing, can have a cvcc (table /tebl/), 
ccvc (stop /stɒp/), cccvcc (screamed /skri:mt/), vccccvcc (obstruct /ə'bstrʌkt/ ) syllable 
structures. There is no permissible sequence in Gham’a-lah, and that is where lie the 
difficulties to learners of English as L2 having Gham’a-lah as L1. Each time they encounter a 
word with a ccvc syllable structure, they turn it into a cvcvc syllable structure word. So, to 
pronounce a word like school /skul/, they will say /səkul/ or /səku/. Two phenomena occur 
here: first, they insertion of the schwa between /s/ and /k/ to dislocate the permissible 
sequence /sk/ and so, transferring the syllable structure of Gham’a-lah in English. The second 
phenomenon is that of the deletion of the /l/ sound at the end of the word /skul/ in order to be 
faithful to the cvcv structure of Gham’a-lah that tends to vary in some cases according to the 
level of fluency of the Native speaker and his educational background, in cvcvc. As a matter 
of fact, the syllable structure of English words goes through multiple processes when the 
words are pronounced by a learner of English as L2 having Gham’a-lah as L1. We can 
enumerate the process of deletion, and that of insertion. 
 About deletion, we can define it as the fact of omitting a given sound when 
pronouncing a word.  At this level, English produced by speakers of Gham’a-lah as L1 can 
suffer from the lack of some sound patterns.  For instance, the word “cord” /kᴐrd/ is 
pronounced as /kᴏd/ by a learner, because there is no /r/ sound in Gham’a-lah and then the 
learner has three choices, is either he substitutes /r/ by /k/ or /h/ or by /l/, or he just omits it. 
Here, he has chosen the omission/deletion.  
 Concerning insertion, we can underline the fact that when in English there are 
consonants clusters as we have seen in permissible sequences beyond, the learner inserts some 
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vowel sounds when pronouncing the words. The insertion varies and depends on some small 
factors: 
- the insertion of /ə/ or /e/ between two consonants or a permissible sequence to 
separate consonant sounds, is the most regular as the Gham’a-lah language syllable 
structure is cvcv/cvcvc. So, the words “sport” /spᴐ:t/, “throat” /θrᴐt/ are respectively 
pronounced as /səpᴐ/ or /sipᴐ/ and /təlᴐt/ or /təhᴐt/. Here we have the insertion of the 
schwa to separate potential consonant clusters and the substitution of the /r/ sound by 
/h/ or /l/.  
- The insertion of /i/ occurs generally at the end of word in plural form like 
“slippers” /slipəz/ pronounced as /sələpasi/; “mattress” /mətres/ rendered as 
/matəlesi/. This phenomenon occurs mostly when words end with the consonants 
/s/ or /z/.  
Further, we can also underscore the fact that the sound [ʃ] is usually replaced by the 
sequence [si], when occurring at the end of a word as in “church” [tʃətʃ] rendered as [tʃɒsi]. 
Consider the table below as a summary: 
 
English words RP representation L2 learner 
pronunciation 
School /skul/ /səku/ or /seku/ 
Teacher /Ti:tʃə/ /titʃa/ 
Bread /brɛd/ /bəlɛt/ or /belɛd/ 
Radio /reidiə/ /ladiↄ/ 
Fish /fiʃ/ /fisi/ 
Spoon /spun/ /səpun/ or /sepun/ 
Spot /spɒt/ /səpↄt/ or /sepↄt/ 
 
This syllable structure is also sustained by the fact that Gham’a-lah is a phonemic language 
unlike English which is just a stress-timed one. That is why the learner of English here, has 
the tendency to stress all the syllables or the vowels of a given dissyllabic or pluri-syllabic 
word: for instance “Spot” [‘spɒt] is rendered as [‘sə’pↄt] or [‘se’pↄt]. Let’s note also that, in 
Gham’a-lah, the sound [d] is always preceded by a [n] sound as in “doctor” [‘dɒktə] rendered 
as [‘ndↄk’ta]; “window [‘windəu] rendered as [‘wi’ndu]. There is nevertheless an exception 
because we can have consonant clusters in Gham’a-lah at the beginning of the words. 
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 Nevertheless, not only the phonological level of language suffers from the conflict 
between Gham’a-lah and English and the infiltration of features of the former in the latter, but 
also the syntactic one, more especially the noun phrase structure. 
III. SYNTACTIC MISTAKES: THE NOUN PHRASE 
 
Syntax deals with the arrangement of words in a sentence. It is then concerned with the 
linear structure of phrase, clause or sentence components. At the level of the phrase, it studies 
the immediate constituents that are involved. The noun phrase is one of the most known types 
of phrase in language. It is a stretch of words headed by a noun or a pronoun. It is 
recognizable thanks to its functions in the sentence as subject or object. The Noun phrase 
(NP) triggers the notion of modification, that is our main focus here, with regard to the way in 
which learners of English as L2 having Gham’a-lah as L1 deal with it. 
In English, we can have both post and pre modification. But the pre modification is made 
up of an adjective meanwhile post modification is constituted of a prepositional phrase or a 
relative clause. All this to say that, English admits adjectives only as pre modifiers and never 
as post modifiers. That is not the case with Gham’a-lah, that can be pre modified or post 
modified by an adjective.   
III.1. DETERMINERS AND ARTICLES 
The notion of determiner and article is very current and significant in English. It helps to 
know the referent of the sentence, if it is definite or indefinite, the property of someone or 
something, at a certain position in the space or time. In this large category of determiner, we 
have articles, possessives, and demonstratives.  
Native speaker of Gham’a-lah learning English as L2, will be likely to omit articles in his 
noun phrase construction. This phenomenon is due to the fact that there is no article – definite 
or indefinite – in Gham’a-lah. By a simple process of transfer, his English noun phrases will 
suffer from the omission of articles. This is a very recurrent mistake that face English as L2 
learners having Gham’a-lah as L1. For instance, consider the following table: 
NP in English Equivalent in Gham’a-lah Rendition by the 
Gham’a-lah-as-L1 
learner 
The teacher Titchâ Teacher 
An ant Tétaˊ Ant  
A tree Ta’tche Tree  
Here we see how the absence of article in Gham’a-lah influences the learner to produce NP 
without articles in English, what is a mistake. Even in the plural form, words in Gham’a-lah 
carry no article, but at least have a marker of plurality “m” at the beginning of words, that 
stands more as the ‘s’ or ‘es’ in English regular plural nouns. Examples: “The cats” = 
“mpussy”/ “a cat”= “pussy”. We also have irregular plural form that also does not take 
article: “the children” = “poˊ” / “a child”= “mouen”.  
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 After articles, we have possessives where one can notice some inconsistencies in the 
performances of Gham’a-lah-as-L1 speaker in English. We have two forms of possessives: 
that constructed with possessive adjectives before the noun and the other with possessive 
marker “‘s’’ after a noun.  
For the possessive adjectives, speakers of Gham’a-lah as L1 swap the syntactic order of NP to 
be faithful to their L1 syntax that they mistakenly transfer in English: 
 
NP in English Equivalent in Gham’a-
lah 
Rendition by the Gham’a-
lah-as-L1 learner 
My child Mouen-a *Child my 
His dog Mvou-é *Dog his 
Your chair Kouh-oˊ *Chair your 
Our house ndaˊ-yↄk *House our 
Your hands Mbou-mé *Hands your 
Their heads mtouə-məp *Heads their 
For possessive in the form “’s” after the noun, we can notice that Speakers of English as L2 
having Gham’a-lah as L1 are more likely to construct NP with a prepositional phrase as 
extension to refer to the same reality. For instance, consider the table: 
NP in English Equivalent in Gham’a-lah Rendition by the Gham’a-
lah-as-L1 learner 
Paul’s child Mouen pol *Child Paul or Child of 
Paul 
Chantal’s loincloth Sandjâ Chantal *Loincloth Chantal or 
loincloth of Chantal 
Teacher’s bag Pà titchâ *Bag teacher or Bag of 
teacher 
Also, at the level of demonstratives, we encounter some irregularities in English performance 
of Gham’a-lah native speaker. As a matter of fact, demonstratives follow the same scheme as 
possessives, i.e., post position with regard to the noun they modify in Gham’a-lah, what is 
transferred in English performance. Let’s observe closely the table below: 
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NP in English Equivalent in Gham’a-lah Rendition by the 
Gham’a-lah-as-L1 
learner 
This cap Tchoh-yↄˊ *Cap this 
That bottle bƆtelé-yé *Bottle that 
These pots mbəN-mↄˊ *Pots these 
Those boxes Mtoh-mé *Boxes those 
 
At the level of determiners we can observe that the traditional order of English syntax is 
violated in the permutation process that Gham’a-lah imposes to its native speakers learning 
English as L2. Even for numbers except for the one: 
 
NP in English Equivalent in Gham’a-lah Rendition by the Gham’a-
lah-as-L1 learner 
One child taˊh-mouen One child 
Two cats Pussy-pepâ *Cats two 
Three watches Mwassi-tih *Watches three 
Four men mpembeNé-ékwa *Men four 
Five students Mseku-petè *Students five 
Six keys Ki-tↄkho′ *Keys six 
Seven books Mwèhè-sam’ba′ *Books seven 
  
As we have earlier stated, there are problems in the management of adjectives as modifiers of 
a head noun.  
 
III.2. ADJECTIVE MODIFICATION PROBLEMS 
 The use of adjectives by Gham’a-lah-as-L1 speakers in their English performance is 
problematic at the level of post modification. As a matter of fact, while English language does 
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not admit a post modification with adjective, Gham’a-lah does; and so, transferring that rule 
of Gham’a-lah into English causes problems. Our speakers will produce phrases such as those 
expose in the below table:  
 
A B C D E 
NP in English Equivalent in 
Gham’a-lah 
Equivalent in 
Gham’a-lah 
Rendition by 
the Gham’a-
lah-as-L1 
learner 
Rendition by 
the Gham’a-
lah-as-L1 
learner 
Old school Tchuen seku Seku tchuen Old school *School old 
Fair child pepəN mouen Mouen pepəN Fair child *Child fair 
Long stick Sesâ kapwue Kapwue sesâ Long stick *Stick long 
Red beans pəN mkwéné  Mkwéné pəN Red beans  *Beans red 
White house ndaˊ fefeˊ fefeˊ ndaˊ White house *House white 
Torn book Touté mwèè Mwèè toutouˊ Torn book *Book torn 
Large mirror Guye kéh Kéh guye Large mirror *Mirror large 
 
We see how dynamic the Gham’a-lah is, concerning the movement of adjectives (columns B 
& C) and that can mislead its speaker learning English as L2, who can choose to produce 
phrases like those in the column E, depending of his level of accuracy and fluency. The 
Gham’a-lah-as-L1 speaker can easily gets confuse between structures provided in columns D 
& E, because his L1 allows both forms.  
It is worth noting that the post modification by prepositional phrases doesn’t exist in Gham’a-
lah but rather juxtaposition, and consequently, we can notice construction like “*child Paul” 
for “the child of Paul”, “*dog landlord” for “the dog of the landlord”: 
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NP in English Equivalent in Gham’a-lah Rendition by the Gham’a-
lah-as-L1 learner 
A bag of beans Pà mkwéné *Bag beans 
The pen of the teacher Mine titchâ *Pen teacher 
The bike of a student kweNé mouen seku *Bike student 
Water from the river Nkiye kwↄp *Water river 
Water from the rain Nkiye bõ *Water rain 
The car of our father Metwâ ta′-yok *Car father our 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
IV. FINDING & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
IV.1. FINDINGS 
Throughout this study, we have discovered that the conflict between Gham’a-lah as L1 
and English as L2 in a learner; creates many problems in the acquisition of English as L2. As 
a matter of fact, we have recorded problems at the phonological level with vowel quality, 
syllable structure, stress violations in English performance of Gham’a-lah-as-L1 speakers. We 
have noticed that there are sounds in English that do not exist in Gham’a-lah and that are 
replaced by other that exist in that language. The phenomenon of vowel nasalization that is 
strange to English is brought in by those learners because of the influence of their L1. At the 
syntactic level also, we have witnessed the disorganization of the canonic order of NP in 
English, because of the influence of Gham’a-lah (Scovel : 1969), at the level of determiners, 
adjectives, and prepositional phrase.   
IV.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The goal of any training section is to enable the learner to overcome his weaknesses in 
language – English. As many African languages, BAFOUSSAM-BAMILEKE or Gham’a-lah 
has many richness still not well explored, that can prevent its native speakers to be fluent in 
any other West language. As language trainers, we advocate our trainees to many drills by 
reading and expression. It is true that the comprehensive inputs are rare because of the 
Francophone nature of the setting; that is why we will recommend an immersion to our 
learners into the settings where they can acquire enough comprehensive inputs which are of 
great importance (Wagner-Gough and Hatch : 1975), and could interact in their second 
language with their surroundings. Learners must discipline themselves, work very hard, read a 
lot and do phonetic exercises very often in order to overcome their problems, and to avoid 
fossilization. 
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